18 days /16 nights Asian Getaway Holiday

BONUS… 90 mins
Balinese Massage!

from
Single Supplement from $1699

C$

Taxes Are Additional

4099
30 days advance booking required

p.p. twin

Maximum Stay 60 days

Valid for travel from 01 January 2016 till 31 Dec 2017

Ah, the Orient... the striking cultural differences and the fascinating variety of sights
and sounds make the Orient one of the world’s intriguing regions...
Bangkok- The capital of the legendary Kingdom of Siam. Thailand is an exotic travel experience. There are temples adorned
with golden spires, graceful silk-clad dancers, and a capital city sliced by canals. Singapore- This is undoubtedly one of the cleanest,
modern, and most orderly cities you are ever likely to visit. This beautiful island state has not lost touch with its rich and culturally
diverse past. It has been blessed with a special blend of Asian people, cultures, traditions, arts and cuisine.
Bali- Surrounded by a golden rim of beaches and an irregular landscape of green terraced rice fields and deep ravines,
it is home to diverse, exotic culture, and gracious people. Hong Kong- A rich blend of East & West, of modern and traditional, of
Capitalism and Confucianism. A thriving metropolis packed into a tiny space, its flashy facade of high-rises and neon collide with a
Chinese world of colourful street markets, wizened calligraphers, timeworn temples and romantic junks.
Package Price Includes: (guaranteed departure with minimum 2 participants, taxes & fuel surcharge are extra)
roundtrip economy class airfare from Vancouver to Bangkok, Singapore, Bali & Hong Kong via Cathay Pacific Airways
meet and assist service, return transfers (seat-in-coach) between airports & hotels
daily breakfast at hotel
Bangkok - 3 nights accommodation at first class Novotel Bangkok Ploenchit Sukhumvit Hotel
Bangkok - Half day Grand Palace and Emerald Buddha Tour
Singapore - 3 nights accommodation at first class Rendezous Hotel
Singapore - Half day City Tour.
Bali - 7 nights accommodation at first class Sadara Boutique Beach Resort. (direct on beach)
Bali - The Beauty of Kintamani tour (8 hours)
Bali - The Eastern Bali Mystic tour (9 hours)
Bali - Oleh Oleh Shopping tour (5 hours)
Hong Kong - 3 nights accommodation at first class Prudential Hotel
Hong Kong - Half day Island Tour
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Airfare Surcharge: Add $280 per person for Jun 15-21; Jul 02-Aug 14; Dec 01-10, 2016/2017 departures. Add $700 per person for Jun 22-Jul 01, Dec 11-23, 2016/2017. Hotel Surcharge in Hong
Kong: Add Add $45 p.p. per night for 24-31Mar; 11-30Apr; 16Sep-10Oct; 01-15Nov; 22-31Dec2016/2017. Add $88 p.p. per night for 11-31Oct2016/2017. . Hotel surcharges in Bali: Add $30.00 per
person, per night for Jul 01-Aug 31, 2016/2017. Add $35 per person, per night for Dec24, 2016-Jan 05, 2017. Mandatory Christmas & New Year dinner at extra cost.
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